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Often touted as a young Green Day, Still Pending's sophomore effort (they recorded their first EP in 2006

at the ripe old age of 10) kicks things up a notch, staying true to their pop-punk roots. 11 MP3 Songs in

this album (36:36) ! Related styles: ROCK: Punk-Pop, ROCK: Rock  Roll People who are interested in

Green Day Miley Cyrus Jonas Brothers should consider this download. Details: It has been over two

years since this talented trio recorded their first EP - they were 10 years old at the time. Still Pending's

sophomore release showcases the band's commitment to their craft, as well as their continued musical

maturation. Reed (age 13 - lead guitar), Grant (age 13 - drums), and Andrew (age 12 - bass), who are

often likened to a young Green Day, wrote, produced and recorded Graffiti entirely on their own - a

monumental effort for any band, let alone 12 and 13 year-olds. Graffiti contains newly-arranged versions

of 4 of their earlier songs, along with 7 previously unrecorded originals. While the band is often compared

to other young groups such as the Jonas Brothers, and their music appeals to this demographic, the

parallels end there. Still Pending shudders when compared to what they consider the "over-produced"

and commercialized product being pushed out of the big studios. These guys are all about being true to

the music. The band's originals throw nods to their older rock influences which include Green Day, the

Red Hot Chili Peppers, U2 and Zeppelin, as well as newer bands such as Foo Fighters, Sick Puppies and

The Killers. Still Pending combines solid, driving rock hooks with melodic vocal harmonies to create a

fresh, young sound that has cross-over appeal. Just check out some of their live performance videos on

YouTube and you'll see that these guys are the real deal. Graffiti is a fitting tribute to what these young

artists have accomplished in over three years as a working band. Take a listen and you will not be

disappointed.
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